Predictors of Intergenerational Learning in Kindergarten

An exploratory study is part of a project of a quantitative nature conducted in 2021 on a sample of 105 preschool teachers of preschool institutions in the Banja Luka region, Bosnia and Herzegovina. Its goal was to examine whether elementary knowledge and sociodemographic variables of preschool teachers (work experience and year of completion of formal education) play a role in the prediction of intergenerational learning in a kindergarten context. The theoretical framework of the study is the concept of both intergenerational learning and professional development. Using multiple regression analysis, preschool teachers’ elementary knowledge was singled out as a predictor of intergenerational learning in kindergarten. The predominance of elementary knowledge about intergenerational learning for its implementation in relation to other variables that do not carry individual action, confirms the importance of a constructivist approach in pedagogical work and indicates that the active construction of individual knowledge through various types of education is crucial. The findings of the study indicate the need for more emphasis on the design and implementation of education on intergenerational learning through formal, non-formal education and informal learning in order to acquaint preschool teachers with
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this concept and ways of its implementation in everyday life and work through various programs and projects.
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Introduction

The modern way of life, progress of science and improved living conditions ensure a longer life expectancy, but also greater loneliness of people. There is a danger that older people since they do not have social power, will be marginalized, segregated and alienated. The tendency of the distance between the young and the older reduces social cohesion. There is a need to adapt to new ways of life while avoiding dehumanization.1 The whole society should act on the creation of new humanity through the restoration of basic human values, inclusion2 and the creation of conditions for the formation of values towards others, tacit and experiential knowledge.3 If we respect the humanistic approach to education (and not just look at it from the point of view of profit), we can see the possibility of inclusion of older people in the community through intergenerational cooperation, learning and education, and creating productive dialogue and exchange. Contemporary researches indicate that intergenerational cooperation and learning have a positive effect not only on the older adults but on all actors involved.

The results of various studies2 indicate that intergenerational cooperation contributes to community cohesiveness, quality of socio-emotional climate, community social capital, and knowledge transfer.3 In doing so, it is necessary to take into account the complexity of intergenerational relations. Namely, intergenerational conflicts are present in intergenerational groups and it is important that they are adequately resolved.4

3 Sprinkle, Three generational issues... 104, 106.
4 Leigh P. TOST, Morela HERNANDEZ, Kimberlay WADE-BENZONI, Pushing Boundaries: Review and Extension of the Psychological Dynamics of Intergenerational Conflict in
The importance of intergenerational learning for the development of motivation\(^5\) and self-esteem, happiness, mental health, reduction of loneliness\(^6\) and ageism\(^7\), preservation of traditional knowledge\(^8\) is noticed.

Intergenerational learning and education are becoming more and more present in various educational fields, e.g. in environmental education,\(^9\) health education, kinesiology,\(^10\) community education,\(^11\) lifelong learning\(^12\) and, also, in the institutionalized educational system, at universities, schools and kindergartens (early childhood education ECE).\(^13\) Conceptually, the literature presents several definitions of intergenerational learning and programs. Intergenerational learning is seen as the transfer and construction of knowledge, skills, competencies, attitudes, norms and values between generations.\(^14\)

---


\(^11\) Tim JONES, Ben SPENCER, City Cycling Spaces for Welcoming and Engaging All Ages, In: Matthew KAPLAN, et al. (Eds.), *Intergenerational Contact Zones: Place-based Strategies for Promoting Social Inclusion and Belonging*, New York, Routledge, 2020, 60-68.

\(^12\) Rober McNULTY, Culture as Animator of Intergenerational Gathering Places, In: Matthew KAPLAN et al. (Eds.), *Intergenerational Contact Zones: Place-based Strategies for Promoting Social Inclusion and Belonging*, New York, Routledge, 2020, 18, 27.


\(^14\) Brower, *Do This Thing Together*..., 1.
Intergenerational learning is a bidirectional process with different foci of mutual knowledge exchange.\(^{15}\)

Also, there is a tendency of intergenerational learning in organizations to include older people in work organizations, and various strategies are found for the transfer and nurturing of knowledge in organizations to avoid a »knowledge crash«. Communities of practice are most often mentioned. If intergenerational learning is represented in an organization, it has a favourable effect on the entire organization.\(^{16}\)

Intergenerational programs in kindergartens (early childhood education – ECE) are a relatively new practice that is expanding rapidly and point to new opportunities for ECE in the environment.\(^{17}\) The study of intergenerational programs in kindergartens observed that they have a positive impact on both children and older adults. The action research was conducted to contribute through their models to the development of age-friendly communities. Such programs connect kindergartens, universities, and nursing homes, as described in their study by Feyh et al.,\(^{18}\) while Gallagher and Fitzpatrick\(^{19}\) indicate that intergenerational programs in kindergartens support active and relational learning across the life course.

Given the positive effects, but also insufficient research and familiarity with the concept and programs of intergenerational learning in kindergartens, we wanted to explore all the factors that affect intergenerational learning in kindergarten. Given the need of today to overcome the alienation of the elderly, and noticing the positive effects but also insufficient research and familiarity with the concept and programs of intergenerational learning in kindergartens, we approached broader research (project). In this study, which is part of the project, the intention was to explore all the factors that affect intergenerational learning in kindergarten. The study is of the exploratory type, and we have not found research on this topic in the available literature.


1. Methodology

In this paper, the aim was to examine whether the elementary knowledge about intergenerational learning and sociodemographic variables of preschool teachers (work experience and year of completion of formal education) play a role in the prediction of intergenerational learning in the kindergarten context. In this regard, the starting research hypothesis in this paper is: It is expected that the variables: the elementary knowledge of preschool teachers about intergenerational learning and sociodemographic variables of preschool teachers predict intergenerational learning in the kindergarten context.

The research was conducted in April 2021 on a sample of preschool teachers employed in kindergartens in the Banja Luka region. The sampling was convenient. The structure of the sample concerning key sociodemographic variables is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample characteristics</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Work service</th>
<th>Education level (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24-65</td>
<td>1-41</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>91.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td>5.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.81</td>
<td>14.16</td>
<td>11.75</td>
<td>11.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The age of the preschool teachers in the sample ranges from 24 to 65 years (M = 42.81, SD = 11.75). The surveyed preschool teachers have been working in preschool institutions for 14.16 years on average (SD = 11.27). Regarding the work experience of preschool teachers, and taking into account the variable intergenerational learning, it is important to note the fact that the value of mode is 1 year of work experience (20 respondents or 18.5%). The survey was conducted voluntarily and anonymously in preschool institutions where preschool teachers and employees are employed. The preschool teachers participated in the research voluntarily and anonymously, in accordance with ethical considerations.

The techniques used to collect relevant research data were surveys and scaling, in accordance with independently constructed research instruments created by the operationalization of theoretical constructs on intergenerational
In addition to the usual sociodemographic characteristics determined by survey-type questions, an independently constructed five-point Likert-type assessment scale was used in this study to measure two key variables. Considering that the variable intergenerational learning, according to our insights, has not been examined so far on the sample of preschool teachers, we consider it necessary to point out the basic metric properties of the created instruments.

The first refers to the assessment of elementary knowledge about intergenerational learning, and the second refers to the assessment of the representation of intergenerational learning in the kindergarten context. The information scale contained six items that measure different aspects of education on the topic of intergenerational learning. After checking the metric characteristics, one item was excluded, so on five items (Table 2) the Alpha Cronbach coefficient of the internal consistency of the information scale was determined, which is $\alpha = 0.843$. The corrected item-total correlations range between 0.569 and 0.727. Confirmatory factor analysis confirmed the validity of the scale, identifying one factor that explains 62% of the variance of the investigated phenomenon ($KMO = 0.808$; Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity = 208.946; $p < 0.001$; $\lambda = 3.100$). Factor saturations are high and range between 0.728 and 0.842.

### Table 2 Metric features of the elementary knowledge scale on intergenerational learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Corrected IT Correlation</th>
<th>Communalities</th>
<th>Factor saturations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. I know the concept of intergenerational learning.</td>
<td>0.727</td>
<td>0.709</td>
<td>0.842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. I am familiar with this concept at the undergraduate level (formal education).</td>
<td>0.672</td>
<td>0.649</td>
<td>0.806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. I was informed about this concept at professional seminars and projects (non-formal education).</td>
<td>0.707</td>
<td>0.689</td>
<td>0.830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. I am familiar with this concept through work in kindergarten and/or studying professional literature and/or through the media (informal learning).</td>
<td>0.569</td>
<td>0.523</td>
<td>0.723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. I follow intergenerational learning programs in which preschool institutions are involved, independently studying the literature and/or through the media (informal learning).</td>
<td>0.589</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>0.728</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Elementary knowledge about intergenerational learning is a predictor variable in this paper. In addition to elementary knowledge, the sociodemographic variables of preschool teachers (year of birth, length of service and year of completion of formal education) are included as predictors in the regression analysis.

The second, much more extensive, scale contained, initially, 42 items, of which, after checking the metric properties, 13 items were excluded, so ultimately this scale is made of 29 items. The main components analysis method identified three factors of intergenerational learning: *Professional cooperation and personal growth* (28.261% of the variance; $\alpha = 0.924$), *Inclusion of the older adults in educational work and humanities education* (15.769% of the variance; $\alpha = 0.910$) and *Prejudices and stereotypes* (12.376% of the variance; $\alpha = 0.830$) (see further21). Preschool teachers’ assessment of intergenerational learning is a criterion variable in research.

2. Results and discussion

In order to answer the posed problem and the hypothesis set in research, it was applied the multiple regression analysis, a standard form of this statistical procedure that involves the simultaneous inclusion of predictors in the analysis. The statistical check-up of assumptions for the application of multiple regression analysis was carried out. One of the elementary conditions refers to the sample size. According to Tabachinck and Fidell,22 a sample size of $104 + m$ (m = number of predictors) is required for the applied variant of regression analysis. 105 preschool teachers participated in this research, which indicates that this condition is on the verge of fulfilment. Furthermore, no collinearity was found between predictor variables (correlation coefficients below 0.20). However, since the problem of singularity due to the correlation of 0.90 between age and length of service was noticed, it was decided to exclude age from the regression model. Complementary indicators of Tolerance and VIF, also confirmed that there is no collinearity between the predictors. For example, the lowest Tolerance value was 0.606 (the lower limit is 0.10) and the highest VIF value was 1.634 (the upper limit is 10). The normality and independence of standardized residuals, as well as atypical points within the criterion variables, were checked by chart analysis, with no significant deviations noticed. However, the problem of atypical points was additionally verified using Mahalonobis

distances, which in our models with three predictors should not exceed the value of 16.27. Therefore, one subject was excluded from the analysis in whom the value of the Mahalanobis distance in one regression model is 20.04, and in the other model is 24.67.

As it was pointed out in the methodological part, in this paper the criterion variables are three aspects of intergenerational learning in kindergarten: Professional cooperation and personal growth, Inclusion of the older adults in educational work and humanities education and prejudices and stereotypes. However, since no statistically significant regression model has been established for the criterion variable Prejudices and stereotypes, it will not be presented in this paper. Another important note is related to predictor variables. Namely, in addition to the predictors explained in the methodology, some others were included in the analyzes, for which were assumed that they could be related to the criterion variables. However, predictors such as the length of service of preschool teachers with which the surveyed preschool teachers work in the team daily, the difference in age and the difference in length of service between preschool teachers and their team members, as well as other variables, did not contribute to regression models. For this reason, only those predictors that did not impair the significance of regression models were included in the regression analysis.

Table 3 Regression model for the criterion variable Professional cooperation and personal development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion variable</th>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Regression model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Professional cooperation and personal development</td>
<td>Elementary knowledge</td>
<td>0.365</td>
<td>3.525</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>R = 0.392, R² = 0.152, R² cor = 0.122, F = 4.841, p = 0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Work service</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td>1.491</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Year of faculty graduation</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>1.153</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows the findings of the regression model for the criterion variable Professional Cooperation and Personal Growth. The data indicate that the regression model is statistically significant (F = 4.841; p < 0.004), and that it can explain about 12% of the variance (R² cor = 0.122) of the criterion variable. The values of standardized beta coefficients indicate that the greatest, and at the same time statistically significant, contribution to the explanation of Professional Cooperation and Personal Growth in the context of intergenerational learning of educators has the predictor of elementary knowledge (β = 0.365; p < 0.001).

Tabachnick, Using Multivariate..., 111, 949.
Thus, the findings indicate that the higher level of elementary knowledge of preschool teachers about intergenerational learning contributes to the realization of their professional cooperation and personal development, while this cannot be said for years of service and years of graduation, as well as for age, age differences (generation) and differences in years of service between teachers in the group. Numerous authors have noticed differences between generations. Pedagogues usually point out that persons who started school in an educational organization or have finished school or studies in the same year connect similar education and experience of educational models and processes, and they differ in that. In our research, these differences did not have significance for professional cooperation and personal development. According to generational researchers, it is crucial to strive to connect some generations, offer them equal access to resources in the fields of education, and so on. Education on intergenerational cooperation and learning to a certain extent determines how many generations will be integrated into society and education and how much they will cooperate with each other, which is evident from the results obtained. Namely, the results of the research indicate that a higher level of elementary knowledge acquired through different types of education, regardless of the age of the participants, was crucial for intergenerational professional cooperation and personal development. Years of work service and differences in age and experience among colleagues bring with them the opportunity for a rich pedagogical and intergenerational experience. The study, which included teachers from Finland and Belgium, indicated a positive attitude towards peer learning among teachers of different ages. However, the results of our research indicate that the years of work service and differences in age and experience among colleagues are not sufficient themselves and a prerequisite for professional cooperation and personal development. The predominance of the level of elementary knowledge about intergenerational learning in relation to socio-demographic variables that do not carry individual action, confirms the importance of a constructivist approach in pedagogical work and indicates that the active construction of an individual is crucial, that transforms further

24 Sprinkle, Three generational..., 103-104.
through socio-cultural practice, and the preschool teacher through formal, non-formal education and informal learning is introduced to the concept of intergenerational learning which helps him to develop in practice through the meeting of generations, both professionally and personally.

Furthermore, in Table 4 we present the results of regression analysis concerning the criterion variable *Inclusion of the older adults in educational work and humanistic education*. This model is also statistically significant (F = 3.750; p < 0.004), but the percentage of explained variance of the criterion variable is slightly lower compared to the previous model (around 9%, $R^2_{cor} = 0.122$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion variable</th>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Regression model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inclusion of the older adults in educational work</td>
<td>Elementary knowledge</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>3.308</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>R = 0.349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Work service</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.378</td>
<td>0.706</td>
<td>$R^2 = 0.122$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Year of faculty graduation</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.545</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>$R^2_{cor} = 0.089$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The findings indicate that preschool teachers’ higher level of elementary knowledge about intergenerational learning contributes to more successful inclusion of older people in educational work and humanistic education, while the same cannot be said for years of work service and years of faculty graduation, as well as for age, age differences and experience between preschool teachers in the group. Therefore, the influence of elementary knowledge about the concept of intergenerational learning is again given priority over all other variables in the inclusion of older adults in educational work and the formation of an environment suitable for humanistic education. The positive impact of this innovative practice on children and the older adults indicates its importance in enriching the educational process, so the data on the elementary knowledge of educators as a predictor for the realization of such activities is a pedagogical and andragogical finding that should not be ignored. The fact that the year of faculty graduation has a negligible impact on the implementation of this prac-

---


tice in kindergartens indicates the fact that this issue is still not given enough attention in studies for preschool teachers, not even recently.

Since no statistically significant regression model has been established for the third criterion variable *Prejudices and stereotypes*, we can state that the influence on their overcoming in the context of intergenerational learning should be sought in other factors that we did not investigate in this paper. The results likely point to the fact that prejudices and stereotypes in general, even about people of other generations, are formed early and embedded in the frame of reference of individuals and as such more difficult to change and have strong psychological and sociological characteristics. Researches indicate that intergenerational programs influence attitude changes toward older people and thus reduce prejudice and stereotypes. Therefore, it could be expected that through intergenerational programs and practice, more than through elementary knowledge and acquiring theoretical knowledge about the concept of intergenerational learning, overcoming intergenerational prejudices and stereotypes will happen. The finding indicates the complexity of the nature of intergenerational learning and the justification of a multidisciplinary research approach. Lyons et al. also speak about the complexity of the problem, pointing out that intergenerational learning and cooperation require in-depth research in order to avoid a superficial and opportunistic view of this area. Based on the results shown in Table 3 and Table 4 and their interpretation, we can conclude that the research hypothesis is partially proven.

### Conclusion

The results of this exploratory study, based on the insights of preschool teachers, indicate that preschool teachers’ elementary knowledge and familiarity with intergenerational learning predict separate factors of intergenerational learning: professional cooperation and personal development in the context of intergenerational learning, and inclusion of older people in the educational process and humanistic education. The findings indicate that the positive impact of elementary knowledge and introducing preschool teachers to the concept of intergenerational learning is transmitted to all participants in the educational process: preschool children, preschool teachers and the older adults and that they all benefit. Although the concept of intergenerational learning is more recent, and thus the probability that these contents are more included in

33 Sean LYONS et al., *Generational Differences in the Workplace: There Is Complexity Beyond the Stereotypes*, *Industrial and Organizational Psychology*, 8
newer higher education curricula than before, no impact of the variable years of completion of studies on the factors of intergenerational learning in kindergarten has been observed, which indicates that modern university teaching still lacks content in this area. The predominance of familiarity and elementary knowledge about intergenerational learning for its implementation in relation to other variables that do not carry the action of the individual, confirms the importance of a constructivist approach in pedagogical work and indicates that the active construction of individual knowledge through various types of education is related to practical action.

Taking into account current knowledge and researches that indicate the need to support intergenerational learning in today’s society and communities is growing34 through goal-oriented socialization, the importance of pedagogical and andragogical implications of our findings is noticed, which indicate the need for a more pronounced design and implementation of education on intergenerational learning through formal, non-formal education and informal learning in order to introduce preschool teachers to this concept and ways in everyday life and work and through various programs and projects. Our findings indicate the need to modernize university study curricula for preschool teachers with topics for intergenerational learning and collaboration. Weaknesses in work are reflected in the structure of the sample, which is uneven in terms of generation and concerning years of work service. One of the important insights of our work is the complexity of the nature of intergenerational learning and it is necessary to approach it not only from the pedagogical and andragogical but also from the psychological and sociological point of view. The absence of a multidisciplinary approach is one of the lacks of this paper, and it opens new research questions where the problem of researching intergenerational prejudices and stereotypes could be approached multidisciplinary.

34 Barbosa, *Give and...*, 301; Golenko, *Uniting generations...*, e434.
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Prediktori međugeneracijskog učenja u vrtiću

Sažetak
Eksplorativna studija dio je kvantitativnog projekta realiziranog 2021. godine na uzorku od 105 odgajatelja iz predškolskih ustanova s područja Banje Luke, Bosna i Hercegovina. Cilj studije je bio ispitati imaju li elementarna znanja i sociodemografske varijable odgajatelja (radno iskustvo i godina završetka formalnog obrazovanja) ulogu u predikciji međugeneracijskog učenja u vrtičkom kontekstu. Teoretski okvir studije su koncepti međugeneracijskog učenja i profesionalnog razvoja. Uz pomoć višestruke regresijske analize izdvojeno je elementarno znanje odgajatelja kao prediktor međugeneracijskog učenja u vrtiću. Predominacija upućenosti i elementarnoga znanja o međugeneracijskom učenju za njegovu provedbu u odnosu na druge varijable koje ne uključuju aktivnost pojedinca, potvrđuje važnost konstruktivističkog pristupa u pedagoškom radu i ukazuje da je ključna konstrukcija znanja pojedinca kroz različite vidove obrazovanja povezana s praktičnim djelovanjem. Nalazi studije ukazuju na potrebu povećanja osmišljavanja i provedbe obrazovanja o međugeneracijskom učenju kroz formalno, neformalno i informalno obrazovanje da bi se odgajatelj educirali o ovom konceptu i njegovom realiziranju u svakodnevnom životu i radu kroz različite programe i projekte.

Ključne riječi: elementarno znanje, uključivanje starijih osoba u odgojno-obrazovni rad, međugeneracijsko učenje, odgajatelj, profesionalna suradnja.
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